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demes of high mean fitness are likely to receive migrants from demes of lower mean fitness; these effects might limit the effective-Differential migration into and natural selection within a ness of phase 3 but have not been studied experimentally. We esti-migrant-receiving deme both played important roles in mated the populational heritability of mean fitness by the regres-the process of a peak shift, but Wright did not discuss sion of offspring deme means on the weighted parental means and the relative magnitudes of each role. Crow et al. (1990) , found moderate levels of demic heritability one (0.641-0.690) and Barton (1992) , and Moore and Tonsor (1994) have two (0.518-0.552) generations after migration. We discuss our shown that moderate rates of migration are sufficient to findings in relation to the role of interdemic migration in ''adapcarry a population into the domain of attraction of the tive peak shifts'' in metapopulations and the controversies over group selection and the units of inheritance.
higher fitness peak.
Recent theoretical work questions the necessity of inKeywords: interdemic selection, populational heritability, metaterdemic selection (phase 3) for increasing average fitness population, shifting balance theory.
(Barton 1992). Barton (1992) argued, on theoretical grounds, that Wright's phase 3 is unnecessary because random migration alone can initiate the genetic transforIn phase 3 of his shifting balance theory, Wright pro-mation of a local deme by introducing a favorable gene posed that migration from demes of high mean fitness combination into a low fitness deme and, for specific into demes of lower mean fitness contributes to the evo-models, bring a deme into the domain of attraction of lutionary increase in average fitness across a metapopula-the higher peak. In other words, natural selection within tion (Wright 1931 (Wright , 1959 (Wright , 1978 Crow et al. 1990 ; Wade demes plays such a leading role in a peak shift that, for and Goodnight 1991; Moore and Tonsor 1994) . Wright many combinations of migration and selection, phase 3 hypothesized that gene combinations that were excep-differential dispersion is unnecessary and irrelevant. tionally favorable with respect to fitness could arise Once the set of gene frequencies lies within the ''domain Other aspects of Wright's shifting balance process are known for any fitness peak in nature or in laboratory populations. also controversial. It is not clear that local demes can become genetically differentiated in a biologically signifiWright did not consider the circumstances under which phase 3 migration could lower demic fitness. In a cant way in the face of even small amounts of migration (Slatkin 1985; Futuyma 1986; Hartl and Clark 1989) . mosaic environment, biotic and abiotic spatial variations make it difficult to predict whether a locally adaptive Small, isolated demes are most favorable to the formation of adaptive peaks by random genetic drift, and local gene combination might confer a global fitness advantage (Wade 1990) . Empirical evidence for genotype-byselection requires restricted migration. However, the export phase is believed to require larger amounts of mi-environment interactions, and the opportunity for genetic trade-offs between local adaptations, has been gration to be effective (Nei 1987) , a view somewhat different from those above advocating weak random found in several organisms (e.g., Via 1984a Via , 1984b Wade 1985 Wade , 1990 Shaw 1986 ). In these circumstances, high migration as sufficient for initiating peak shifts. Wright himself postulated changing levels of migration: a low fitness in one deme may imply low fitness in other demes experiencing different local conditions (Via and Lande rate of migration during phase 1, permitting local random drift, and a higher rate of migration during phase 3, 1985 , 1987 Lande 1988) . In this case, migration among demes not only limits local adaptation but also lowers when favorable combinations are exported to other demes. In Wright's view, emigration levels increase with the mean fitness of receiving demes instead of initiating a peak shift. the fitness of the local population because overcrowding accompanies increased fitness.
In summary, it is difficult, on theoretical grounds alone, to determine the amount of migration that is necThe differences among these viewpoints lie in the assumptions about the relative strengths of local natural se-essary and sufficient for Wright's process to operate in nature. Phase 3 might be unnecessary for peak shifts lection, recombination, and immigration as they affect the association of genes during the spread of a particular given some amount of random background migration among local demes (Barton 1992). Under some condiadaptive gene complex. Recombination rates in many models (e.g., Barton 1992) are sufficiently high that they tions (Crow et al. 1990; Barton 1992; Moore and Tonsor 1994) , small amounts of differential dispersion are suffiprevent natural selection from increasing the frequency of a gene combination. Wright emphasized random drift cient for causing a peak shift (contra Nei 1987) but uncertainty arises in experimental or natural situations. as a source of linkage disequilibrium. It is also evident that immigration of gene combinations into a deme can Wright did not consider significant genotype-environment interactions, where immigration might lower demic replace some of the adaptive disequilibrium destroyed by recombination. In other words, interdemic migration fitness. A better conceptual and empirical understanding of group inheritance and the map between demic genoand selection together can achieve what selection alone cannot. When two genetically different, neighboring types and demic phenotypes is necessary for evaluating the efficacy of interdemic selection by Wright's phase 3 demes exchange migrants as postulated by Wright, the mixing regenerates some of the disequilibrium eroded by differential migration.
We used experimental populations of the flour beetle, recombination (Felsenstein 1981) . Within a larger metapopulation, however, random drift and random island Tribolium castaneum, to investigate whether migration from one deme into another has a measurable effect on model migration will not generate a net disequilibrium among demes for import into local demes. mean fitness and, if so, how large and persistent the effect can be. We studied migration from demes of high In phase 3 of the shifting balance theory, migrants derive differentially from demes with high mean fitness be-fitness into demes of low fitness as well as the reciprocal: migration from demes of low fitness into demes of cause of favorable gene combinations. Here, immigration raises the disequilibrium within the lower fitness deme, higher fitness. We also studied migration between demes both of high (or low) fitness but from different lineages. replacing some fraction of the genic association(s) destroyed by recombination. The questions are, How much We varied the amount of migration between the pairs of demes and estimated the populational heritability of phase 3 migration is sufficient, in combination with selection, to counter recombination? And what is the criti-mean deme fitness (Wade and McCauley 1980, 1984; Slatkin 1981; Wade 1982; Tanaka 1996) by regressing the cal point such that the set of gene frequencies lies within the domain of attraction of a peak, where recombination mean fitness of offspring demes on the weighted biparental value of the two ''parent'' demes involved in the excan impede but not prohibit the peak shift? Although these questions have been answered for special cases, un-change of migrants.
We examined the mean fitness of demes one and two fortunately, neither the domain of attraction nor the balance among selection, recombination, and migration is generations after migration in order to observe the effects of a single episode of migration on demic fitness; esti-night 1991). We refer to these 11 demes hereafter as the ''parent demes.'' Any heritable differences in fitness mate the heritability of demic fitness across two experimental metapopulations; and observe any further among the parent demes arose after subdivision as a result of random genetic drift and within-deme natural sechanges in populational heritability one generation postmigration. In some models with extreme epistasis (e.g., lection occurring in the C-2 and C-3 metapopulations during the previous nine generations of husbandry. Crow et al. 1990 ), several generations were required before the recipient deme passed into the zone of at-There was no artificial interdemic selection imposed in either of these two ''control'' metapopulations (see Wade traction. However, migration rates in our experiments spanned the range from low to very high, and two gener-and Goodnight 1991). In the next sections, we describe the protocols for two experiments we conducted with ations should be sufficient for detecting the effects on mean fitness. these parental demes.
Experimental Material and Methods
Experiment 1: Protocol Two metapopulations, each with 50 demes-called C-2 and C-3-were established according to the protocols We established ''offspring'' demes by taking 10 adult males (M) from one parent deme and mating them en described elsewhere (Wade and Goodnight 1991) . In all demes, the number of breeding adults was 20, corre-masse to 10 adult virgin females (F) from another parent deme. We factorially combined and replicated the group sponding to an effective number (N e ) of approximately 18 breeding adults (see Wade 1980 Wade , 1984  Wade and of six C-2 parent demes and the group of five C-3 demes ( fig. 1 ). Each cross was replicated six times for a total of Goodnight 1991). Demes in the C-2 metapopulation experienced stochastic island model migration every other 216 C-2 offspring demes (6 parent demes ϫ 6 parent demes ϫ 6 replicates per combination ϭ 216 total) and generation while demes in C-3 experienced stochastic island model migration at every third generation (see 150 C-3 offspring demes (5 parent demes ϫ 5 parent demes ϫ 6 replicates ϭ 150 total). Each group of 20 Wade and Goodnight 1991) . Because the average number of migrants per deme in the C-2 array was greater than adults was placed in 8 g of standard medium (95% by weight whole wheat flour and 5% by weight dried brewthat of the C-3 array (table 1) and also because migration occurred only every third generation, we might expect a er's yeast) in an 8-d shell vial. The vials were randomized by position and reared for 55 d in a darkened incubator somewhat greater degree of genetic differentiation among demes in the C-3 as opposed to the C-2 metapopulation. under the standard conditions of 29°C and 70% relative humidity. After this period, we censused the numbers of For both C-2 and C-3, the average number of migrants received by the parent demes used in our experiments adult offspring produced by each group of 20 parents.
We analyzed these census data to determine whether parwas somewhat lower than that for all demes in the unselected arrays (table 1) but not significantly so. ent demes differed from one another in mean fitness; how the differences in mean fitness among parent demes At generation 9, we selected five demes from C-3 and six demes from C-2 of high (H), low (L), and intermedi-were transmitted to ''hybrid'' offspring demes; and whether sex of the parent affected offspring fitnesses. ate (I) fitness based on observed mean fitnesses at generations 8 and 9. Mean fitness at both generations was Although in its design this experiment is analogous to a reciprocal diallel cross, our parental demes are a nonmeasured as the numbers of adult offspring produced by 20 adults in the previous 63-d period (Wade and Good-random sample and violate the assumptions of a typical diallel analysis. For these reasons, we report our data in the standard manner of a two-way ANOVA with replica- span the range of observed mean fitnesses, caution must be used in the interpretation. Experiment 2: Protocol pairs ϫ 6 combinations per pair ϫ 3 replicates per combination ϭ 162 total) and 144 C-3 demes (8 parental pairs ϫ 6 combinations per pair ϫ 3 replicates per comIn the second experiment, we constructed offspring demes, again using a total of 20 adult beetles from pairs bination ϭ 144 total). These were husbanded under the same conditions as in experiment 1 above. of the six C-2 parent demes and pairs from the five C-3 parent demes. We varied the numbers of adults from After 60 d, we censused the numbers of adult offspring produced by each group of 20 adults. After the census, 20 each pair of parent demes in increments of four adults drawn at random from 0 to 20 for a total of six different adults were selected at random from each replicate and transferred to a new vial containing 8 g of standard mecombinations for each pair of demes represented by the proportion of one of the two parent demes: 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, dium to obtain a second generation. These populations were husbanded under standard conditions for an addi-0.6, 0.8, or 1.0. There were three replicates of each starting combination for each pair of parent demes. In re-tional 60 d and again censused for adults. By comparing the results from the first and second generations, we can porting our results for a pair of demes, X and Y, we will refer to the pair as (X, Y ) and use the proportion of the observe the extent to which fitness effects caused by migration persist into a second generation in the absence of first parent, X, to refer to the specific combination.
It was not technically feasible for us to investigate si-additional migration. Populational heritability (Wade and McCauley 1980 , multaneously all 15 possible C-2 pairs (6 ϫ 5/2 ϭ 15) and all 10 possible C-3 (5 ϫ 4/2 ϭ 10) pairs in each of 1984 ; Slatkin 1981; Wade 1982; Tanaka 1996 ) is a property of metapopulations analogous to the concept of the six combinations with replication (total of [15 ϩ 10] ϫ 6 ϫ 3 ϭ 450 demes). We set up approximately 75% ''heritability of the family mean'' in animal breeding (Falconer 1989) . Both include nonadditive components of the full design: nine C-2 deme pairs and eight C-3 deme pairs for a total of 162 C-2 demes (9 parental of genetic variation like epistasis as well as genotypic in-teractions between individuals (Griffing 1977 ; McCauley which would slow selection, especially in stepping stone models of migration. We will illustrate some of these reand Wade 1980; Goodnight 1988 Goodnight , 1989 . Neither of these components of genetic variation contributes to the per-lationships using stepwise polynomial regressions. manent response to selection within demes but each can contribute to the response to interdemic selection (Griffing 1977; Goodnight 1988 Goodnight , 1989 . We estimated the Results populational heritability for each metapopulation by reExperiment 1 gressing the mean fitness of offspring demes on the biparental values weighted by the proportional contribution. In tables 2 and 3, we report the mean and standard error of the numbers of offspring produced by reciprocally These linear regressions summarize the average effect on mean deme fitness of a migrant moving between demes crossed pairs of parent demes for the C-2 and C-3 metapopulations, respectively. The parent demes from each within the metapopulation. We will refer to this average effect as the ''export value'' of the migrant. It provides metapopulation differed significantly in mean fitness as expected (C-2: one-way ANOVA of the diagonal eleinsight into the process by which an adaptive peak might be exported by migration from a deme of high fitness ments in table 2, F ϭ 2.56, df ϭ 5, 29, .025 Ͻ P Ͻ .050; C-3: one-way ANOVA of the diagonal elements of tainto another deme of lower fitness. When the reggression is positive and there is a tendency for larger demes in the ble 3, F ϭ 4.148, df ϭ 4, 25, .01 Ͻ P Ͻ .025). The range of parental demic fitnesses is comparable in both metametapopulation to send out more migrants than smaller demes (as Wright proposed in phase 3), then interdemic populations, with mean fitness of the most productive parent deme approximately twice that of the least proselection will result in an increase in mean fitness across the metapopulation proportional to the amount of dif-ductive (C-2: table 2, demes 1 and 6; C-3: table 3, demes 1 and 5). If the parent lines were highly inbred, they ferential migration. If the regression is positive but there is a tendency for smaller demes to send out more mi-might show a greater sensitivity to environmental variation than the out-crossed or hybrid offspring demes regrants than larger demes (the opposite of Wright's phase 3), then interdemic selection will result in a decrease in ported in the off-diagonals of tables 2 and 3. We calculated the average variance among replicates for the six mean demic fitness proportional to the increment of differential migration. Although the levels of migration in diagonal or parental cells in table 2 and the five diagonal  cells in table 3 . We did the same for the larger number our experiment may be larger than those occurring among demes in a single generation in some natural of off-diagonal cells in both tables in order to compare the levels of among-replicate variation of inbred (i.e., pametapopulations, they permit us to detect fitness effects difficult to observe at lower levels of migration. rental) and outbred (i.e., off-diagonal) demes. The average among-replicate variance of the parental demes was Changes in the populational heritability from one generation to the next could be either negative or positive. not significantly higher than the average among-replicate variance of the hybrid offspring demes for either metaFor example, if adaptive gene combinations are broken down by recombination or opposed by natural selection population (C-2: F ratio ϭ 1.40, df ϭ 5, 29, P Ͼ .25; C-3: F ratio ϭ 1.38, df ϭ 4, 24, P Ͼ .25). within demes, then effects on mean fitness observed in the first generation could be lost or diminished in the Two-way ANOVA of the natural log transformed data from C-2 (table 2) showed significant male and female second, and populational heritability will decline. In contrast, it could increase if a gene combination or combina-effects as well as a highly significant interaction term (table 4), with these factors accounting for 52% of the total tions were favored by natural selection within demes. For this reason, we also regressed the mean fitness of off-variance in fitness of offspring demes. Thus, approximately half of the variation in mean demic fitness obspring demes in the second generation on the biparental values weighted by the proportional contribution. This is served in the C-2 metapopulation is heritable in the context of interdemic selection (Wright 1931 ; Wade and not the same as regressing grandchild means on average grandparent values, but it does address the issue of the McCauley 1980 McCauley , 1984 Wade 1982; Wade and Goodnight 1991) . The significant male effect in the transmission of persistence of the response to interdemic selection at phase 3.
fitness differences from parent to offspring demes is worth noting because it is unlikely to be influenced by The linear regressions described above are important to understanding how the metapopulation as a whole re-nongenetic environmental effects (see also Goodnight 1988). sponds to differential migration. They subsume some conspicuous nonlinear relationships observed when cerTwo-way ANOVA of the natural log-transformed data from the C-3 metapopulation (table 3) revealed highly tain pairs of parent demes are combined. Much of the nonlinearity we observed is nondirectional ''noise,'' significant main effects for both males and females but Note: N ϭ 6 in all cases. Mean offspring productivity of the six parental demes are arranged from lowest to highest along the diagonal. One standard error of the mean is in parentheses. Note: N ϭ 6 in all cases. Mean offspring productivity of the five parental demes are arranged from lowest to highest along the diagonal. One standard error of the mean is in parentheses. no significant interaction term (table 4) . Again, there is a Table 4 : Two-way ANOVA for natural log-transformed significant male effect in the transmission of fitness difproductivities of the crosses from the C-2 and C-3 ferences between demes. As noted above, the regression of offspring mean fit- regressions for the C-2 and C-3 metapopulations, respec-C-3 crosses:
tively, for the first and second generations after combin- fig. 2A ), the slope of the regression was positive, 0.690 (SE ϭ 0.124, P Ͻ .0001), and similar to that seen in the C-3 metapopulation of 0.641 (SE ϭ moment correlation is Ϫ0.16), indicating that different parent-offspring pairs do not tend to lie above or below 0.140, P Ͻ .0001; fig. 3A ). There is substantial populational heritability in both metapopulations.
the line of regression. Thus, the intermediate levels of populational heritability observed in the first generation In the second generation with no further migration, the average performance of all populations declined ow-for both metapopulations persist into the second generation in the absence of further migration from any parent ing to uncontrolled environmental influences that appear to have affected all demes in the same way. The slopes of deme or demes.
For all but two pairs of parent demes, there is a posithe parent-offspring deme regressions were also somewhat lower, 0.518 (SE ϭ 0.154, P Ͻ .002) and 0.552 (SE tive correlation of mean offspring fitness across generations, which tends to be higher for the C-3 demes (aver-ϭ 0.152, P Ͻ .001) for the C-2 and C-3 metapopulations, respectively. The change in slope is not significant age 0.632) and somewhat lower but also positive (average 0.342) for the C-2 demes (table 5) . The correlations of in either case (test of heterogeneity of slopes between generations within metapopulations: P Ͼ .25 in both mean fitness across generations for the pure-bred parent demes (no migration) are also high and positive: 0.872 cases). In neither the C-2 nor the C-3 metapopulation are the residuals about the regression for generation 1 for C-2 (N ϭ 6) and 0.712 for C-3 (N ϭ 5). In a study of similar metapopulations with no migration, McCauley correlated with those of generation 2 (largest product and Wade (1980) proposed the squared correlation in mean fitness across generations as another means of esti- Table 5 : The product-moment correlation between generations 1 and 2 of offspring deme fitness mating the populational heritability (Wade and McCauley 1980, 1984; Wade 1982) . Our squared correlaDeme 1 Deme 2 Deme 3 Deme 4 Deme 5 Deme 6 tions from these parental demes without migration are 0.76 in the C-2 and 0.51 in the C-3 metapopulation. The overall regressions for metapopulations C-2 and C-3
reported in figures 2 and 3 (respectively) subsume conspicuous nonlinearities in the offspring means for certain demic fitnesses on parental contribution indicated sig-
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Figure 4: The nonlinear relationship between the natural log of offspring numbers and the proportion of breeding adults from the first parent deme for specific pairs of parent demes from the C-2 metapopulation: A, the C-2 (6, 1) pair of parent demes; B, the C-2 (4, 1) pair of parent demes. See text for details of the regressions.
nificant quadratic and cubic regression coefficients for SE ϭ 0.382, P Ͻ .0050, F ϭ 35.27, df ϭ 2, 15, P Ͻ .0011, adjusted R 2 ϭ 0.545). For these two low-producing parseveral pairs of parent demes. Two parental pairs from C-2 and two from C-3, all of which have significant ent demes, mixtures produce higher offspring numbers than either parent, which might indicate that the parental higher-order terms, are illustrated in figures 4 and 5, respectively. We also show the linear regression of off-demes are suffering from inbreeding depression (see also McCauley and Wade 1980) . spring demic fitness on parental contribution for contrast.
In figure 5A , when parental demes 2 and 4 from the C-3 metapopulation exchange varying proportions of In figure 4A , there is a significant cubic term when the least and most productive populations of C-2, 1 and 6, migrants, there is a significant cubic term (cubic coefficient ϭ 0.844, SE ϭ 0.138, F ϭ 37.15, df ϭ 1, 15, P Ͻ respectively, are combined (cubic coefficient ϭ Ϫ0.863, SE ϭ 0.135, F ϭ 40.92, df ϭ 1, 14, P Ͻ .00002, adjusted .00002, adjusted R 2 ϭ 0.693), which is opposite in sign to that observed for the (6, 1) C-2 pairs ( fig. 4A ). In this R 2 ϭ 0.727). A few migrants from the high parent deme into the low parent deme increase productivity more case, mixtures are less productive than either pure-bred parent deme, suggesting that they occupy two different than expected from the linear regression. In figure 4B , when parent demes 1 and 3 exchange migrants, there are adaptive peaks. In figure 5B , there is a borderline significant linear term and a significant quadratic term significant linear and cubic terms (linear coefficient ϭ 1.28, SE ϭ 0.386, P Ͻ .0005; cubic coefficient ϭ Ϫ1.71, when parent demes 3 and 4 from C-3 are combined (lin- The nonlinear relationship between the natural log of offspring numbers and the proportion of breeding adults from the first parent deme for specific pairs of parent demes from the C-3 metapopulation: A, the C-3 (4, 2) pair of parent demes; B, the C-3 (4, 3) pair of parent demes. See text for details of the regressions. ear coefficient ϭ 1.860, SE ϭ 0.662, P Ͻ .064; quadratic Discussion coefficient ϭ Ϫ1.327, SE ϭ 0.667, P Ͻ .013; F ϭ 6.99, df ϭ 2, 15, P Ͻ .0072, adjusted R 2 ϭ 0.413). The pattern Understanding the genetical question of the inheritance of group phenotypes is critical for evaluating the opporof offspring fitnesses does not have a simple explanation.
These kinds of nonlinearities in offspring phenotype tunity for evolution by group selection and the efficacy of phase 3 of Wright's shifting balance theory. Without gewhen certain parent demes are combined could be important if the demes in the metapopulation were arrayed netic variation among groups, demes, or populations and the capacity for inheritance of group phenotypes, there in a linear stepping stone. For deme pairs like C-2 (6, 1) in figure 4A , a little migration from the high fitness deme can be no evolutionary response to levels of selection above the individual. (In a companion paper [J. Griewould disproportionately increase mean fitness in the low fitness deme. In contrast, for deme pairs like C-3 (2, semer and M. J. Wade, unpublished manuscript], we develop the conceptual framework of the Punnett Square to 4) in figure 5A , migrants from either deme would be at a disadvantage in the other and effective gene flow would facilitate applying well-understood concepts of the Mendelian inheritance of individual phenotypes to the much be reduced. These kinds of nondirectional deviations from linearity would be an impediment to the spread of more poorly understood concept of the inheritance of the group mean phenotype.) The existence of genetic an adaptive peak under Wright's process.
